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Companies 12, 

Minutes: 5 October 2016, Jersey Finance 

In attendance  

Colin Dow (CD)  Appleby 

Nick Ward (NW)  Ward Yates 

James Mews (JM)  Government of Jersey 

Kristin Holmes (KH)  Government of Jersey 

Robert Hickling (RH)  Mourant Ozannes 

Stuart Gardner (SG)  EY 

Matthew Ryan (MR)  EY 

Wanda Adam (WA)  JFSC 

Kate Berry (KB)  JFSC 

Raulin Amy (RA)  Ogier 

Adam Chester (AC)  Walkers 

Jeremy Garroud (JC)   Carey Olsen 

Thomas Cowsill (TC)  JFL 

Helen De La Cour (HDLC) JFL 

Introduction 

TC welcomed the group and each member introduced themselves. TC explained that JFL had 

received comments from the JFSC shortly before the meeting and WA had agreed to explain 

the JFSC position and comments now included in the master document.  

JFSC update 

WA addressed the group stating that Companies 12 was a level 4 priority for government. She 

explained that beneficial ownership was a number 1 priority and that there were a number of 

changes due to take place in Q1 of 2017. These changes will have an impact on some of the 

requests industry have put forward in the master document.  

In May 2016, notes of exchange were signed with the UK, requiring the JFCU to have access to 

the JFSC’s register of beneficial ownership. There will be amendments to the annual review 

process. An annual validation will be required instead, from January 2017. There will be a 

register of directors and it is likely to be private.  

There is a desire to move away from paper and the JFSC are happy to modernise aspects of 

the CJL. The powers of the Registrar will increase and will include late penalties for defaults 

and powers to enhance lines. 

The government response to the consultation which ran during early 2016 is yet to be 

published, but this will provide full details of the changes taking place in Q1 2017. Wa also 

noted that the Registry Fee consultation response will be available this week.  
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RA queried whether there was a definite timetable for the changes.  

WA explained that there had been a commitment to make the changes to allow the JFCU to 

communicate with the JFSC. The beneficial ownership consultation response would be 

available in a couple of weeks. This was agreed by JM/KH. WA explained that there would be 

a transitional period but that the beneficial ownership requirements must be in force by 30 

June 2017. The information currently held was not reflective of an up to date register.  

It was queried whether there would be any exemptions. WA advised that there would be for 

listed companies. WA further explained that notifications would be on change and the FATF 

standard of 25% would apply. 

Master document 

WA explained that the key provisions in the proposals for the JFSC were the public v private 

company, the prospectus definition and the audit requirements.  

In relation to public/private company status, the commission recognises the difficulty caused 

by having a deemed status using a threshold. One of the key issues for the commission was 

whether there were any international implications of an amendment. The commission raised 

concern that Jersey had just achieved recognition under the EU’s statutory audit directive and 

that Jersey needed to maintain IOSCO compliance.  

In relation to the amendment to the definition of the prospectus, the JFSC felt that unless a 

clear case can be put forward, it was not prepared to review further. RA disagreed with this 

and explained that this was an absolute necessity and top priority for industry. TC advised 

that a significant amount of work had been carried out on the prospectus definition already.  

WA suggested that the amendments were no longer going to progress because this had been 

considered with the funds review. KH was in agreement with industry, that this issue was still 

to be addressed.  

In relation to the appointment/removal of auditors, the JFSC recognised that the opt out is 

very narrow, however, raised concern that any carve out/exemptions should be considered 

against international standards. 

WA explained that the JFSC had commented on the proposals put forward by industry in the 

master document and there are a number where the JFSC would need to confirm its stance. 

Timescale for amendments 

TC queried in light of the above, how would the group intend to progress the amendments. 

RA queried whether it was possible to deal with the straightforward amendments that have 

no impact on beneficial ownership first and the other amendments, once we had further 

information on the beneficial ownership impact. TC agreed that this was possible. 

JM noted that 63 proposals was a lot for the group to deal with. The group should consider 

which are the most important and what needs to be done to achieve the desired outcome.  

ARIES insolvency proposals 

TC commented that a question had been raised as to whether these proposals should be 

progressed as a separate workstream outside of Companies 12. SG explained that these 

proposals were to allow a creditor to bring winding up proceedings. An agreement had been 

reached between the Law Society and ARIES. These amendments would not touch on beneficial 

ownership. 

JM explained that FERAG had considered and agreed to consult on the proposals, but not 

outright agreement of the proposed amendments has yet been provided.   
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The group agreed to progress these proposals as a separate workstream.   

Conclusion 

The following action points were agreed: 

1. JFL to reconsider the amendments in light of JFSC comments and re-work the table 

noting contentious/non-contentious 

2. JFL to finalise WIT on prospectus amendments with relevant parties  

3. JFL to arrange further meeting once the beneficial ownership response has been 

published. 

JM asked the group to consider once more whether there was anything included in the master 

document that was a high priority for government. RA asked that the prospectus definition 

be considered as such. The group agreed.  

JM further explained that while the current government priority was level 4, this was because 

the work had not yet been passed to the group. The priority level was not set in stone and 

priorities would change as the work progressed.  


